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Abstract. With the deepening and development of the higher education system reform in China, the cultivation of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills is very important for college students to cultivate talents. In this paper, taking the undergraduates of economics and management as the pointcut, based on the status quo’ analysis of cultivating mode of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills, it constructs the three-level cultivating path, which is the cultivation of basic practical skills, the cultivation of specialty innovation and entrepreneurship skills and the cultivation of comprehensive innovation and entrepreneurship skills.

1 Introduction

In the new economic era of information and knowledge, the “strategy of innovation-driven development” has been proposed in our country and the innovation and entrepreneurship education in colleges has become the key factor to achieve national innovation-driven strategy. The construction of innovation-oriented country is the guarantee of scientific and technological strength, and the most important is to cultivate innovative and entrepreneurial talents. Therefore, as the basic premise of innovative and entrepreneurial talents cultivation, building a perfect innovation and entrepreneurship education system has become a top priority. Innovation and entrepreneurship education is the inevitable requirement and effective way to adapt to the development of the times under the background of information and globalization.

However, the existing cultivating mode of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship skills often pays attention to the cultivation of basic practical skills. After the innovation and entrepreneurship concept has been proposed, its education is implemented. The consequence is that students’ specialty characteristics are not integrated into the cultivation of economics and management’s innovation and entrepreneurship skills. Also, it does not achieve the cross-specialty integration of various specialties.

According to research and analysis for cultivating mode of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills, the three-level cultivating path is put forward, which is basic practical skills, specialty innovation and entrepreneurship skills and comprehensive innovation and entrepreneurship skills. Firstly, this path cultivates students’ basic practical skills through the curriculum design of disciplinary basic courses and related experiments, mainly to cultivate students’ innovation and entrepreneurship consciousness. Secondly, it cultivates students’ specialty innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills by students’ specialty practices. Finally, it makes students master cross-specialty practical skills to achieve the integration of cross-specialty practical skills. The objective is ultimately cultivating applied talents with a high level of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills through the gradual three-level development. It designs evaluation index system to evaluate and feedback the cultivating effect. If it has not achieved the expected, it will continue to adjust the cultivating path, so as to better guide the implement of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills education.
2 The cultivating mode problems of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills

The cultivating mode problems of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills are found out through the investigation and analysis of teaching mode and the current situation of social enterprises for these skills.

2.1 Innovation and entrepreneurship is not integrated into the basic practical skills cultivation.

The teaching method of basic courses, such as management, marketing, is mainly based on the traditional theory teaching, and the related curriculum design is to cultivate students’ basic skills. However, the curriculum design of these courses is the main demonstration or validation. It is just to demonstrate or validate the studied theory and does not introduce the cultivation of students’ innovation and entrepreneurship consciousness, which leads to students’ weak innovation consciousness and can not meet the needs of enterprises high level talents.

For example, students learn about the basic theoretical knowledge in the course of statistics. There will be the curriculum design about 1 week after the end of the course. The curriculum design mainly demonstrates or validates the theory with software, no relevant experimental design to enable students to participate, which does not integrate the innovation elements into the basic practical skills cultivation and guide the students’ entrepreneurial thinking.

2.2 Existing practical skills cultivation does not highlight the students’ specialty characteristics.

The existing cultivating mode of economics and management undergraduates’ practical skills pays attention to the cultivation of fine talents and systemically studies the theory and practice of skills based economy and enterprise management. It does not highlight students’ specialty characteristics and leads to students master the practical skills of similar specialty characteristics.

For example, the accounting students will learn basic theoretical knowledge and skills in statistics, like the use of EXCEL or SPSS. It’s not involved in specialty knowledge. All of this, each specialty will learn the similar practical skills, not highlighting the characteristics of their own.

2.3 Existing practical skills cultivation does not achieve cross-specialty skills integration.

The cultivation of each specialty practical skills is independent according to their own training program. And it does not achieve cross-specialty skills integration, which is not conducive to the development of students’ comprehensive ability. The result is influential in the cultivation of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills for applied talents.

For example, human resource management students only master the practical skills related to their major, like human resources quality evaluation, salary management and management for discussion, etc. It is not related to other relevant practical skills such as business negotiation of marketing, and does not achieve cross-specialty skills integration.

3 Construction of economics and management undergraduates’ cultivating mode of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills

Economics and management undergraduates’ cultivating mode of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills is a system, which not only motivates college students’ innovative thinking and consciousness but also combine the professional characteristics of economics and management with the innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills.
3.1 The cultivating mode of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills

The paper has constructed highlighting the characteristics’ cultivating mode of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills. This cultivating mode is mainly composed of four parts, the cultivating objectives, the cultivating path, the cultivating effect evaluation and the corresponding feedback and continuous improvement. The objective is the cultivating mode of three-level cultivating path to break the traditional culture of the economics and management “specialization”, link theory and practice, achieve cross-specialty skills integration of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills, and cultivate applied talents with high innovation practical ability. Finally, the evaluation index system is designed to evaluate and feed back the cultivating effectiveness. If not achieving the expected effect, it needs to adjust the cultivating path.

3.1.1 Cultivating objective

The cultivating mode of economics and management undergraduates’ innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills aims to cultivate high-level applied talents of innovation and entrepreneurship practical ability.

3.1.2 Cultivating path

The cultivating path includes three steps and it aims to achieve the cultivating objectives through the cultivation of basic practical skills, specialty innovation and entrepreneurship skills and comprehensive innovation and entrepreneurship skills.

(1) The cultivation of basic practical skills

According to the cultivation for the economics and management undergraduates, the courses not only are basic curriculum courses, but also need to set up such as innovation and entrepreneurship practical courses. And it needs to add innovative content and adopt new teaching methods to enable students to master the basic practical skills on cultivating students’ consciousness and thinking of innovation and entrepreneurship.

(2) The cultivation of specialty innovation and entrepreneurship skills

Based on the students’ ability of basic practical skills, the school sets up the training laboratory to cultivate corresponding ability of specialty innovation and entrepreneurship skills. For example, accounting manual simulation laboratory creates the basic conditions for accounting students to fully learn and master accounting specialized knowledge and skills in a relatively short period.

(3) The cultivation of comprehensive innovation and entrepreneurship skills

In order to cultivate comprehensive talents, students should not only have the basic and specialized knowledge, but also need to learn and communicate with other specialties. Therefore, it is very important to cultivate the comprehensive practical ability. To this end, the school sets up a cross-specialty comprehensive training center of innovation and entrepreneurship.

3.1.3 The cultivating effect evaluation

The cultivating effect evaluation of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills will be divided into four aspects, which are the teachers’ specialized quality, the students’ knowledge level, the students’ innovative ability and the evaluation of employer.

(1) The teachers specialized quality is composed of teachers innovative spirit, teaching methods and morality standard.

(2) The students knowledge level includes basic knowledge level, professional knowledge level and innovative knowledge level, etc.

(3) The students innovative ability is composed of innovative consciousness and thinking, innovative skills and extracurricular innovative activities, etc.

(4) The evaluation of employer is composed of graduates practical innovation ability, work
performance and coordination skills, etc.

3.1.4 The corresponding feedback and continuous improvement

In accordance with the cultivating path to complete the students’ cultivation of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills, it needs to evaluate and feed back the cultivating effect. If the cultivating results are not expected, then the cultivating path is adjusted, so that the whole cultivating process is more perfect and ultimately achieve the expected target.

3.2 The cultivating ways of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills

(1) The cultivating mode of innovation and entrepreneurship practical skills is included in the economics and management undergraduates cultivating program, so that students can be aware of the importance of innovation and entrepreneurship education.

(2) To explore and implement the teaching methods of “industrial-academic-research” cooperation, establishing advanced training bases and improving the practical teaching methods can cultivate students’ innovative spirit and practical ability. The school can establish practical base and various types of enterprises and manufacturers in order to let students touch the actual production and the combination of professional knowledge and practice to improve innovative and practical ability.

(3) The school should hold and organize various academic competitions, like Challenge Cup, and constantly improve the innovative ability. Then they should strengthen the students’ guidance and motivate students to participate in the scientific research and innovation activities positively.

4 Conclusions

In order to make the university become the birthplace of innovative knowledge and the cradle of cultivating and producing high-quality innovative talents, especially the economics and management undergraduates have the innovation and practical skills, it is necessary to make the cultivating mode of innovation and practical skills more perfect. This is to cultivate high-quality talents to meet the requirements of the society.
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